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An excellent
abduction account
has recently been
published called
The Zeta Message:
Connecting All
Beings in Oneness
by Judy Carroll and
Helene Kaye. The
two authors are
Australian, and their
account of alien
abduction Down
Under is one of the
most positive takes
on the subject in a
long time.
According to the
authors, however,
one should hesitate
to use the world
“alien” since the Grey life form is at one with mankind and not
to be construed as something truly “other.” Instead they are
called “Zetas” because they apparently originate from Zeta
Reticuli—the binary star system their home planet revolves
around. Belief in the Zeta location still requires a leap of faith,
one of many the book requires of us. For example, the Greys
apparently also buy into the idea of a huge moment in time to
take place in 2012, which they say is fast approaching.
Carroll and Kaye also teach and receive tai chi and reiki
treatments and are firm believers in other New Age practices.
One wonders if keeping all of these New Age ducks in a row
somehow opens up more direct communication with Greys?
Which leads to another interesting point: the authors are
quite specific that it is the Greys that are the benevolent
creatures rather than the more frequently praised Nordics with
their beautiful faces and long blonde hair. The Greys, with their
large head, spindly body, and huge almond eyes, are merely
the “containers” of a highly advanced, spiritual race that has
long ago ceased to depend on a physical body at all. They
simply put their bodies on like a set of clothes when dealing
with us mere mortals in the material world, and they can shed
them quite easily without suffering any major discomfort.
Carroll and Kaye first began to work together when a
mutual acquaintance referred Kaye to Carroll in hopes that
Carroll could help Kaye deal with some strange events that
had started to happen around her home. Those events
included her young son awaking at night screaming and
complaining that someone frightening had just been in his
bedroom. During their initial phone call Carroll claims she
sensed that Kaye was her spiritual twin, the other half of her
very soul, and that they have a shared mission together.
The conversations with the Greys recounted throughout
the book are an example of the positive way the experience
is ultimately looked at by the two authors. The fact that there
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are such conversations at all is a huge difference between
The Zeta Message and most other examples of abduction
literature. Carroll and Kaye’s Zetas do indeed talk. The
spoken words of the Zetas provide helpful instruction, even
profound lessons on life and spiritual reality that are a huge
comfort for the two women.
As a companion piece to The Zeta Message, Carroll has
also written a novel called Human By Day, Zeta By Night: A
Dramatic Account of Greys Incarnating as Humans. Carroll’s
technique of writing about aspects of extraterrestrial contact
that are impossible to document in a work of “truth-disguisedas-fiction” has been used by other authors. Whitley Strieber,
for instance, often uses this method and has produced
many excellent novels that explore avenues of contact that
he believes are
real but for which
no adequate proof
exists.
In the novel, the
willingness of the
Grey—that is now
also Carroll—to
incarnate as a
human being, with
all the unpleasant
and painful elements
such a thing entails,
is reminiscent of the
Buddhist concept of
the “bodhisattva,”
an enlightened
being who, out
of compassion,
forgoes nirvana in
order to save others.
The bodhisattva is
said to willingly and joyfully take part in the miseries of
the world so that souls can be enlightened and saved no
matter how much it may hurt the bodhisattva personally.
According to the late great scholar of religious myth,
Joseph Campbell, “It is extremely difficult for an Occidental
mind to realize how deep the impersonality of the Oriental
lies.” Campbell says we should be open to a less sentimental
view of that “profoundly alien world” where true individuality
does not exist, and Carroll manages to lead the reader to that
same perspective when she talks about the Greys sharing
in a large over-soul that unites all living creatures, further
declaring that the basic oneness of existence is absolute
and complete and needs only to be perceived in order for an
individual to find his or her place in it.
The Zeta Message and the companion novel should be
read as an example of what can happen when you approach
contact with the Greys from a positive frame of mind, which
eventually results in an enlightened life free of the negative
baggage of fear.
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